Terms and conditions
These terms and conditions ("Terms", "Agreement") are an agreement between Website Operator ("Website
Operator", "us", "we" or "our") and you ("User", "you" or "your"). This Agreement sets forth the general terms and
conditions of your use of the wallet.arciris.org website and any of its products or services (collectively, "Website" or
"Services").

Arciris Wallet Applications
We created means for users to access and transfer ownership of virtual currency tokens (‘Virtual Currency’), such as
Bitcoins, under the name “Arciris Wallet”. By entering into this agreement You will receive a license to use any of the
Arciris Wallet Applications. You should only use the Arciris Wallet Application if you are familiar with
cryptocurrencies. We highly recommend learning the basics of the specific cryptocurrency, that You plan on using
the Arciris Wallet Application for, before running the application.

You Own Your Private Keys
We does not store user’s private keys, backup phrases or passwords (“Private Information”). It is very important that
You backup and save your Private Information. We urge you to write down your backup phrase and store it offline in
two different places. If You lose Your Private Information, it will not be possible for us to recover it for You and You
may lose access to Your Virtual Currencies. We don’t have access to your wallet, your funds, your transactions or any
other information. If You do not understand the above paragraph then we strictly recommend that You learn more
about Virtual Currencies before using the Arciris Wallet Applications. If you do not maintain a backup of your Wallet
data outside of the Services, you will not be able to access the Virtual Currency associated with your Wallet.

Transactions
The only authentic record of Virtual Currency transactions is the applicable Virtual Currency’s blockchain. Our Wallet
Applications provide functionality that allows You to send Virtual Currency transfer instructions. We does not
guarantee that transactions You perform using the Arciris Wallet Applications shall be stored in any Virtual Currency
blockchain. You must ensure that Your transactions conform to the applicable rules of the Virtual Currency software.
There may be transaction fees (e.g. mining fees) associated with Your Virtual Currency transactions that are required
by the virtual currency system You engage with. We shall not be responsible for any losses You incur due to
transaction fees or losses that occur due to incorrectly set transaction fees (i.e. too low or high). We does not have
access to Your transactions (or anyone else’s).

No Control Over Blockchains
We are not the creator of and does not have any control over any of the Virtual Currencies that the Arciris Wallet
Applications allow You to use.
User’s balance and actual transaction history are supported by each cryptocurrency block explorers (ex.
https://btgexplorer.com/, https://etherscan.io/ and etc.). All cryptocurrency rates available in the application are
supported by https://coinmarketcap.com/.
Accounts and membership
If you create an account on the Website, you are responsible for maintaining the security of your account and you
are fully responsible for all activities that occur under the account and any other actions taken in connection with it.
We may, but have no obligation to, monitor and review new accounts before you may sign in and use our Services.

Providing false contact information of any kind may result in the termination of your account. You must immediately
notify us of any unauthorized uses of your account or any other breaches of security. We will not be liable for any
acts or omissions by you, including any damages of any kind incurred as a result of such acts or omissions.

Backups
We are not responsible for Content residing on the Website. In no event shall we be held liable for any loss of any
Content. It is your sole responsibility to maintain appropriate backup of your Content. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, on some occasions and in certain circumstances, with absolutely no obligation, we may be able to restore
some or all of your data that has been deleted as of a certain date and time when we may have backed up data for
our own purposes. We make no guarantee that the data you need will be available.

Links to other websites
Although this Website may link to other websites, we are not, directly or indirectly, implying any approval,
association, sponsorship, endorsement, or affiliation with any linked website, unless specifically stated herein. We
are not responsible for examining or evaluating, and we do not warrant the offerings of, any businesses or
individuals or the content of their websites. We do not assume any responsibility or liability for the actions,
products, services, and content of any other third-parties. You should carefully review the legal statements and
other conditions of use of any website which you access through a link from this Website. Your linking to any other
off-site websites is at your own risk.

Changes and amendments
We reserve the right to modify this Agreement or its policies relating to the Website or Services at any time,
effective upon posting of an updated version of this Agreement on the Website. When we do, we will revise the
updated date at the bottom of this page. Continued use of the Website after any such changes shall constitute your
consent to such changes. Policy was created with WebsitePolicies.

Acceptance of these terms
You acknowledge that you have read this Agreement and agree to all its terms and conditions. By using the Website
or its Services you agree to be bound by this Agreement. If you do not agree to abide by the terms of this
Agreement, you are not authorized to use or access the Website and its Services.

Contacting us
If you would like to contact us to understand more about this Agreement or wish to contact us concerning any
matter relating to it, you may send an email to support@arciris.org
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